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BEST BET R5 19:28

San Polo
T: Dave Irwin

The Hounds Says: Talented pup who has made a
strong start to his career, led throughout in 25.51
on debut and still has plenty of upside, clearly the
one to beat

BEST VALUE R4 19:07

Colonel Trigger
T: Reg Gardoll

The Hounds Says: Clearly has the best exposed
form in this race with 2 wins over this T/D and a
flying 25.28pb, the one to beat if he begins cleanly

QUADDIE

Race 5 - 7 
Race 6 - 4, 1 
Race 7 - 2, 3, 7 
Race 8 - 3, 1 

$20 for 166.66%

R1 LADBROKES MAIDEN Maiden 450m 18:03

TALK ABOUT CHAOS (1) deserves a break
through win after a couple of early placings, has
the speed to use the rails draw and looks to have
found the right race, huge chance. INDIGO LEE
(8) has put in a couple of solid performances
here in recent weeks and that form is good
enough for this DEVIL'S DIAMOND (5) debuts
tonight and can run well

1.
2.
3.
4.
5. N/A
6. N/A
7.
8.

Tips

R2 GREYHOUNDPRODUCTSDIRECT.COM MAIDEN Maiden 350m 18:27

SON OF DALMORE (3) has placed in 4 of 8 career
starts and wasn't far away in handy time here
last week, a repeat of that will certainly go close
tonight. WHACKY JACKY (6) didn't fire back in
October but been given a long break since and in
astute hands, improver. JUDY BONUS (5) is
capable of beginning quickly and TRANQUIL
LEXIE (7) has minor claims

1. N/A
2. N/A
3.
4. N/A
5.
6. N/A
7.
8.
9. N/A
10.

Tips

R3 LADBROKE IT! MASTERS M3 350m 18:47

Key chances all come through the same race
here last week with ORARA MADDISON (3)
leading throughout in 20.41 on that occasion, the
one to beat again. GEORGIE BRANN (5) draws
awkwardly tonight but racing honestly and can
threaten. FLOKI JAPPA (6) finished 2nd in that
race last week and should be prominent early
again, winning chance

1.
2. N/A
3.
4. N/A
5.
6.
7.
8.
9. N/A

Tips

R4 LADBROKES 1-2 WINS HEAT 1 1-2 Wins H 5th Grade 450m 19:07

COLONEL TRIGGER (3) clearly has the best
exposed form in this race, already a 2 time
winner over this T/D with a sizzling 25.28pb, will
be winning if he repeats that. ELSIE BAY (1) has
made a consistent start to her career and drawn
to use her turn of speed, main danger. MISS
INTEGRITY (7) hasn't fired here but shown early
talent and can improve

1.
2.
3.
4.
5. N/A
6. N/A
7.
8.

Tips

R5 LADBROKES 1-2 WINS HEAT 2 1-2 Wins H 5th Grade 450m 19:28

SAN POLO (7) is a smart pup with good speed in
the initial stages, has made a strong start to his
career and still loaded with upside, should begin
quickly and take care of these tonight.
CHARCOAL VALLEY (1) was a deserved maiden
winner here last week and is drawn to
advantage, looks the danger. MR. BARROW (8)
can follow across and run well

1.
2.
3.
4. N/A
6. N/A
7.
8.

Tips

R6 TVATI 4th/5th Grade 350m 19:52

LADY SNOW WHITE (4) is a talented youngster
with high speed, is touchy at box rise but can run
sizzling times and just needs clear air early to
take all sorts of beating. DARK FATE (1) is a fast
beginner who continues to race in superb form,
drawn to advantage and looks a genuine threat.
MASTER MAGAZINE (5) and WILD AMBITION (2)
have place claims

1.
2.
3.
4. N/A
5.
6.
7.
8.
9. N/A
10. N/A

Tips
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R7 CLARENCE VALLEY SHEDS 5th Grade 350m 20:12

MISS COUSENS (2) is risky at box rise but does
accelerate once mobile, placed in flying time here
last week and only needs to repeat that to go
very close again. FORMIDABLE (3) has won 7
from 19 so far including a couple of victories
here, huge chance with a safe start. YOU KNOW
ME (7) will be rushing down the outside early and
can win this

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6. N/A
7.
8. N/A
9. N/A
10. N/A

Tips

R8 LADBROKES BLENDED MULTI 5th Grade 350m 20:32

SUMMER BREEZE (3) has high speed and will be
strong late dropping back to this trip, has a touch
of class and only needs to begin cleanly to take
all sorts of beating. ORARA DAN (1) comes off
back to back wins here in very impressive
fashion, ideally drawn and looks the main
danger. SOME SAY BAROQUE (4) generally runs
well and has each way claims

1.
2. N/A
3. N/A
4.
5. N/A
6. N/A
7.
8.
9.
10.

Tips

R9 WILLOW PARK GREYHOUNDS 5th Grade 350m 20:49

REDBACK ALFIE (8) was an impressive 20.16
maiden winner here last week, up in grade and
moves to an outside draw but has plenty of
scope to improve and should take beating.
SUNTANNED (4) comes up from Victoria with
some soldi early form and only needs even luck
to go close. CASH UPFRONT (1) is in top form and
OUR BELLA NERA (7) has upside

1.
2. N/A
3.
4. N/A
5.
6. N/A
7.
8.
9.
10.

Tips

R10 VILLAGE GREEN HOTEL Free For All 350m 21:16

ZANTI GRACIE (7) was a dominant winner of a
similar race here last week in a blistering 19.98,
will get room to move again and should take
plenty of beating. ROSIE BONUS (2) is airborne at
present and has the speed to burn forward in the
early stages, huge chance. HOOTIN' ANNIE (3)
has a good record over this T/D and MERCY
DASH (8) will run well

1.
2.
3.
4.
5. N/A
6.
7.
8.

Tips

R11 LADBROKES BET TICKER 5th Grade 450m 21:34

JERICHO TUCK (8) stuck on well in a fast race here
last week, drawn for a nice cart across in the
initial stages and looks very hard to beat again.
CANDY KAOS (7) has early speed and will look to
burn across and find the top, rises in trip but
looks the one to run down. SKITZO BRIAN (3) can
get mobile mid race and RISSOLES (1) has place
claims

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7. N/A
8.

Tips

R12 GDSC 5th Grade 450m 21:49

HORACE (1) is a smart pup with high speed,
beaten here last week when a short price
favourite but is drawn to burn through and lead
and his back strongly tonight. CASH VIEW (4)
went like a rocket over this T/D last start and he
looks a genuine threat with a repeat of that. KING
SUMNER (7) and LEGENDARY LAD (8) can run well
and have place claims

1.
2. N/A
3.
4.
6.
7.
8.

Tips
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